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More untimely passing of Hollywood greats sadly influence our newsletter this week. The
sudden death of Bill Paxton ironically  occurred on the street date of our newest studio,
SGL Entertainment and their Horror SciFi collection, "The Killer Sci Fi Pack" which also
stars Mark Hamill and Klaus Kinski. We also bow our heads in respect for the face of
Turner Classic Movies, Robert Osborne, who passed away on Monday, he will be sorely
missed.

 
On more happier news, Allied Vaughn announced on Monday  the launching of our Digital
Distribution Services to support our content owners in the delivery and commerce of
their titles through digital sales channels. More information here.

We are also pleased to welcome Random Media to the Allied Vaughn AV MOD Collection,
leading off their releases with two new great films, "Pencils Down!" and "The Visit".

Another great week of new content, new studios and new opportunities for studio and
retailer alike to maximize the potential of their titles!

Successful retailing to you all, 
Richard Skillman
Vice President
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SGL Releases Bill Paxton Mark Hamill starrer
through Allied Vaughn

 

AV Retailers, join me in welcoming our newest Studio, SGL Entertainment and their select
portfolio of titles for your DVD & Blu-ray customers. Of sadly untimely launching, we lost
the star, Bill Paxton last week, who appears in the the three pack along with Mark Hamill
and Klaus Kinski...this will be a strong collectable.  
 
SGL Entertainment Releasing is a worldwide major independent movie and film distribution
company. With over twenty years of experience in the entertainment business, SGL
Entertainment has acquired a large number of partnerships, that has allowed us to make
our titles available on most all major platforms worldwide including: Blu-Ray, DVD, and all
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of the Latest Cutting Edge Digital On-Demand Services. Our Award Winning Films have
Topped the sales charts at Amazon and Several of the Top VOD platforms. Also, SGL
Entertainment made history and started a revolution when we began selling movies on
USB Flash Drives. And, just recently SGL Entertainment launched their highly successful
movie streaming subscription service called The Killer Movie Channel
 
658826016523  The Killer Sci fi [Blu-ray] BD-25          2017    Three Full Length Sci-fi Films
Including: SLIPSTREAM In the near future, where Earth has been devastated by natural
disasters, and giant winds rule the planet, bounty hunter Matt kidnaps a murderer out of
the hands of two police officers, planning to get the bounty himself. The police officers in
turn try to hunt the two men down. Starring: Bill Paxton and Mark Hamill. CREATURE A
crew of scientists arrives on a far, cold planet to examine archaic artifacts of unknown
origin. They discover that their German enemies already have a ship there. When they
seek their help after a failed landing, they only find the Germans' bodies, obviously
slaughtered by one of the archaic creatures, awoken to new life. Now the alien is after
them. Starring: Klaus Kinski. INCIDENT AT RAVEN'S GATE Ex con Eddie Cleary gets a job
working on his older brother's isolated farm. It's not long before bizarre things start
happening, dead birds falling out of the sky, family pets attacking their owners, strange
apparitions beginning to appear, and people who had been "normal" suddenly going
insane. Starring: Bill Paxton; Mark Hamill; Klaus Kinski; Steven Vidler
 
Also on DVD
658826016424  The Killer Sci fi  DVD-9           2017    

Random Media Selects Allied Vaughn
   
Helmed by industry veteran Eric Doctorow, Random Media has gathered its most eclectic
wave of titles for Allied Vaughn retailers. Formed in 2013 and led by some of the
industry's most experienced executives, Random Media acquires and distributes films
and other content worldwide through movie theaters, conventional mass merchants and
other retailers, as well as on digital platforms, cable channels and television networks.
 

  



818522016528  Pencils Down  DVD-5 2016    In 2007, the Writers Guild of America (WGA),
the labor union that represents writers in the American television and movie industry, hit
an impasse in their contract negotiations with the Studios. At the center of the dispute
was jurisdiction over the Internet. Unable to make progress, the WGA called a strike,
which brought Hollywood to a halt for 100 Days. Using a blend of ground level strike
footage, one-on-one interviews with key industry figures, and historical Hollywood
footage, the film not only explores the historical components surrounding the decision to
grind Hollywood to a 100 day standstill, but also examines the issues in terms of the
relevance for today's entertainment workers and those coming into the industry in the
future. At its core, Pencils Down! The 100 Days of the Writers Guild Strike tackles the all-
important question regarding this new frontier of entertainment accessibility: what is the
industry business model for the Internet? Stars Harlan Ellison; Alan Rosenberg; Justine
Bateman; Christopher Knopf; Miranda Banks
 
818522016535  The Visit  DVD-5  2015 Aliens may not have visited Earth, but ever since the
invention of radio and television, humans have been sending signals into outer space,
announcing their existence to other civilizations, so the question is not 'what if' it
happens, but rather 'when'. With unprecedented access to everyone from the Director of
the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs to experts from NASA, ISU (International
Space University), the SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) Institute, and military
advisors, the film builds up a chillingly believable scenario of first contact on Earth,
beginning with the simplest of questions: Why are you here? How do you think? What do
you see in humans that we don't see in ourselves? The implications unfold within a mind-
bending landscape of everyday sights and sounds turned bizarre and extraordinary, as if
seen through the eyes of a life form exploring our planet for the first time. Acclaimed film
director, Michael Madsen, takes viewers on a journey beyond their terrestrial perspective
and into the unknown, revealing the fears, hopes, and rituals of a species forced not only
to confront alien life forms that may or may not view us as a threat, but also its own self-
image. Jacques Arnould; Paul Beaver; Dr. Sheryl Bishop; Lord Boyce; Dr. Ernst Fasan; Niklas
Hedman; Christopher McKay; Mazlan Othman; John Rummel; Vickie Sheriff; Janos
Tisovsky; Doug Vakoch; Chris Welch
 
 883476146515  Old Cats DVD-5  2015  An octogenarian living comfortably with her husband
and two cats, Isadora suddenly finds herself fighting a battle on two fronts when
dementia arrives at the same time as her daughter's scheme to get Isadora to sign over
the lease on her Santiago, Chile, apartment.  Story unfolds with black humor, hilarity, and
empathy, in equal measure. Alejandro Sieveking; Catalina Saveedra
 
883476143828  For Those in Peril  DVD-5       2013     Aaron, a young misfit in a remote
Scottish community, is the lone survivor of a strange fishing accident that claimed the
lives of five men including his older brother. Spurred on by sea-going folklore and local
superstition, the village blames Aaron for this tragedy, making him an outcast amongst his
own people. Steadfastly refusing to believe that his brother is dead, and possessed by
grief, madness and magic, Aaron sets out to recover him.Mackay; George; Dickie; Kate;
Smiley; Michael; Burley; Nichola

Sony Choice New  DVD & Blu-Ray Releases



   

   

043396500891  The Net BD-25 1995   Sandra Bullock, Dennis Miller and Jeremy Northam
star in this hit thriller about a computer expert whose life is "erased" by a computer
conspiracy. A freelance software analyst, Angela Bennett, is inadvertently drawn into a
dangerous conspiracy when a client asks her to de-bug a CD-ROM game. Soon the client
turns up dead and Angela is next on the hit-list. After the assassins obliterate her official
identity, Angela realizes hers is not the only life being destroyed on the Net. Like the best
Hitchcock, THE NET builds tension to unbearable heights until "this edge of your seat nail-
biter explodes with suspense. Sandra Bullock is sensational." (Jeanne Wolf, Jeanne Wolf's
Hollywood) Sandra Bullock;Ken Howard;Dennis Miller;Diane Baker;Jeremy
Northam;Wendy Gazelle
  
043396488021  Osamu Tezuka's Metropolis
BD-25   2001     Brace yourself for a totally new experience in cutting-edge animation.
Based on the classic comic created by Osamu Tezuka (Astro Boy), written by Japanese
anime legend Katsuhiro Otomo (Akira) and directed by Rintaro (Galaxy Express 999),
Metropolis is a spectacular film featuring stunning imagery and unforgettable characters.



In the industrial, tri-level world of Metropolis, Duke Red is a powerful leader with plans
to unveil a highly advanced robot named Tima. But Duke Red's violent son Rock distrusts
robots, and intends to find and destroy Tima. Lost in the confusing labyrinth beneath
Metropolis, Tima is beginning a friendship with the young nephew of a Japanese
detective. But when Duke Red separates the two innocents, Tima's life - and the fate of
the universe - is dangerously at stake. Scott Weinger;Jamieson Price;Michael Reisz

043396501386  Thank God It's Friday DVD-5  1978     Donna Summer stars in this disco-
musical from 1978. Following a dance contest at the local disco, THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY
features early performances by Debra Winger and Jeff Goldblum. Musical support comes
from Summer (singing "Last Dance") and the Commodores.       Donna Summer; Paul
Jabara; Jeff Goldblum; Debra Winger
 
043396501393  Conspiracy      DVD-5  2008     Val Kilmer stars with Jennifer Esposito and
Gary Cole in this explosive, action-packed film about a former Special Operations United
States Marine who brings justice to a small border town.  After he's wounded during
combat in Iraq, MacPherson (Kilmer) reluctantly agrees to join a fellow soldier at his
Arizona ranch.  But when MacPherson arrives, his friend has mysteriously disappeared
and no one will admit to knowing him.  When he discovers that a corporate entity is
running illegal aliens out of town by any means possible, MacPherson decides to get
revenge and won't stop until everyone involved has been punished for their crimes.
Jennifer Esposito; Val Kilmer; Gary Cole
 
043396499614  #FollowFriday DVD-5  2016    "Every Friday, a different student on a college
campus is found murdered. Soon all of social media realize that the students were each
#Ffd by the same mysterious user account. But as the suspects are killed one by one, the
students begin to fear that the Internet itself is the killer. Ramsey Hanchette; Ashley
Bratcher; Courtney Lakin; Joseph Poliquin; Elliott Armstrong
 
043396475786  Isle of the Dead  DVD-5           2016    Ten years ago, an Army research post on
a remote tropical island was decimated by a strange new virus. Now, a team of SEALs on a
recon mission has gone missing on the island. When a Strike team arrives to rescue them,
they must deal with an onslaught of zombies. As they fight their way to the old lab
facility, they realize that the Colonel in charge of the research station is still alive and still
experimenting - the zombies are his creations, and every new wave the team faces is
more vicious and ghastly than the one before.  Joey Lawrence; Maryse Mizanin; D.C.
Douglas; Sydney Viengluang; Akanimo Eyo
 
 

FilmRise Indie Award Winners for March BD
Releases 



   

191091368664    Bad Boy Street (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2012
191091368633    Big Gay Love [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091368640    Boys in Brazil (Do Lado de Fora) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091368657    Cal [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091370858    Dream On [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091370223    Drink Me [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2015
191091370193    Elliot Loves [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2011
191091371251    Everlasting Love (Amor Eterno) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091376386    Fulboy (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2015
191091376393    Hidden Away (A Escondidas) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2016
191091370179    In Bloom [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091370209    Jess & James (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2015
191091371657    Land of Storms (Viharsarok) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091371640    Longhorns [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2011
191091371633    Lose Your Head [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091371626    Monster Pies [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091375976    Over the Edge [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2011
191091375945    Seek [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091377925    Sexual Tension: Violetas (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091379875    Sexual Tension: Volatile (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2012
191091376416    Snails in the Rain (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091376867    Solo (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091375952    Stand (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091376409    Supernatural (Nua Dhamma Chat) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25  
 2014
191091371596    Tattoo (Tatuagem) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091371619    Tell No One (Come non detto) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2012
191091376904    The Last Straight Man [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091376881    The Love Patient [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2011
191091375969    The Passenger (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2012
191091376874    The Third One (El Tercero) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091371602    Three in a Bed [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2014
191091379882    Triple Crossed [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091376898    Truth [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091376911    Tumbledown [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013
191091377949    Two Mothers (Zwei Mütter) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2013



191091377932    Velociraptor (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    BD-25    2015          
 

FOX Cinema releases New Classics on DVD!

 

  

 024543315551    Nightmare Alley    1947    In this engaging melodrama, Stanton Carlisle
(Tyrone Power) is a lowlife working in a carnival. Knowing a good con when he sees one,
he learns the tricks of a mind-reading act from Zeena (Joan Blondell), then tosses her
aside. In time, he becomes "The Great Stanton," star attraction of swanky nightclubs and
the darling of society. But with all his notoriety built on lies, it's only a matter of time
before exposure brings Stanton's world crashing down around him.    Tyrone Power; Joan
Blondell; Coleen Gray; Helen Walker; Taylor Holmes



024543315568    Captain From Castile    1947    Forced to flee his home during the Spanish
Inquisition, nobleman Pedro De Vargas escapes with a beautiful peasant girl and joins
Cortz on his dangerous expedition to conquer Mexico, as the young couple fall deeply in
love, Pedro's great courage brings his leader honor and glory with every challenge, even
as an evil officer threatens the success of the entire expedition.    Tyrone Power; Jean
Peters; Cesar Romero; Lee J. Cobb; John Sutton; Antonio Moreno

024543315575    Prince Of Foxes    1949    In Renaissance Italy, power-hungry Cesare Borgia
(Orson Welles) dispatches his spy-soldier Andrea Orsini (Tyrone Power) to a small
territory Cesare hopes to capture. But Orsini becomes captivated by the intelligence and
charm of the territory's Duke and his young wife, and is soon embroiled in a fierce and
spectacular battle that forces him to confront his ideas of justice and nobility.    Tyrone
Power; Orson Welles; Wanda Hendrix; Marina Berti; Everett Sloane

024543315605    Dangerous Crossing    1953    A young bride is set to begin her honeymoon
aboard a luxury liner. Her happiness does not last when she finds that her husband has
disappeared. Trouble is, no one else ever saw him board the ship with her and his name
has mysteriously dropped from the passenger list.    Jeanne Crain; Michael Rennie; Max
Showalter; Carl Betz; Mary Anderson

024543315537    Guadalcanal Diary    1943    One of the greatest war movies of all time,
combining action-packed, high-caliber battle sequences with quintessential foxhole-
buddy camaraderie. Released in 1943, its authenticity and power remain undiminished.
The story follows one squad of Marines through the bloody assaults on the Solomon
Islands during the opening stages of the war in the South Pacific. There's the tough
sergeant (Lloyd Nolan), a cab driver from Brooklyn (William Bendix), a Mexican (Anthony
Quinn) and a chaplain (Preston Foster). A battle-weary narrator reads from a diary,
commenting on the typical grunt's everyday life, and death. Battles and dates of
engagement are named, putting the explosive action into a solid historical context. Based
on Richard Tregaski's best-selling book, the script is by renowned screenwriter Lamar
Trotti, who also wrote the screenplay for the wartime classic "To the Shore of Tripoli."  
 Preston Foster; Lloyd Nolan; William Bendix; Richard Conte; Anthony Quinn

024543315544    13 Rue Madeleine    1946    Hollywood legend James Cagney stars as Bob
Sharkey, an O.S.S. (Office Of Strategic Services) officer seeking out a purported German
spy within the O.S.S. ranks. At the same time, he is in the midst of a highly dangerous
espionage mission that is crucial to an Allied victory. When one of his own officers is
murdered, Cagney is convinced that the spy is someone close to him and vows revenge.
Authentic O.S.S. footage from WWII adds to the excitement and polish of 13 RUE
MADELEINE. The film was directed by Henry Hathaway.    James Cagney; Annabella;
Richard Conte; Frank Latimore; Walter Abel
024543315599    House On Telegraph Hill    1951    Victoria has survived Nazi concentration
by assuming the identity of one who died there. She arrives in San Francisco to see her
"Son" just as the boy's great-Aunt dies leaving a lot of money to be inherited. Victoria
falls in love with the boy's trustee Alan Spender, and they move into the mansion on
Telegraph Hill. She then learns that alan and his lover, the boy's governess margaret,
murdered an aunt and are planning the same for her.    Richard Basehart; Valentina
Cortese; William Lundigan; Fay Baker; Gordon Gebert

024543315728    Bandolero    1968    It's a Wild West clash of personalities in Val Verde,
Texas for the warring Bishop brothers (Dean Martin and James Stewart), who must now
join forces to escape a death sentence. Exploding with action and featuring an all-star
cast, including Raquel Welch and George Kennedy, Bandolero! packs a smoking six-gun
wallop from its first, tense showdown to its last, exciting shoot-out.    James Stewart;
Dean Martin; Raquel Welch; George Kennedy; Andrew Pine; Will Geer

024543315513    Moontide    1942    Forced to flee Paris during the Occupation, the great



French leading man Jean Gabin starred in a brace of Hollywood films, the best of which
was the first, 20th Century-Fox's MOONTIDE. Cast to type, Gabin plays Bobo, a brooding
itinerant dock-worker who gets mixed up in a drunken brawl. Upon awakening, Bobo is
convinced that he has killed a man by his mercenary "pal" Tiny (Thomas Mitchell).
Despairing at the thought of having committed murder, not to mentioned being
blackmailed for the rest of his life by the treacherous Tiny, Bobo is able to find a few
fleeting moments of happiness with Anna (Ida Lupino), a suicidal young girl whom he has
saved from a watery grave (The intensity of the love scenes may well be due to the
allegedly real-life romance between Jean Gabin and Ida Lupino). Novelist John O'Hara
adapted the screenplay from a book by actor Willard Robertson.    Jean Gabin; Ida Lupino;
Thomas Mitchell; Claude Rains; Jerome Cowan

024543315520    Son Of Fury    1942    Entitled to inherit his deceased father's estate and
title, child aristocrat Benjamin Blake (Roddy McDowall) is instead kept as a bond-servant
to his villainous uncle ( George Sanders). When Blake, now a young man (Tyrone Power),
is beaten for falling in love with his uncle's daughter (Frances Farmer), he escapes by ship
where he learns of a pearl fortune on a South Pacific island. There, he leads an idyllic life
with a native girl (Gene Tierney) until he is compelled to return home and recapture what
is rightfully owed him.    Tyrone Power; Gene Tierney; George Sanders; Frances Farmer;
Roddy McDowall

 Coming Attractions Available For PreOrder
Now!

Look what's available now for pre-orders from Allied Vaughn!    
  

   



   

FROM FILMRISE
 04/08/17    191091377604    National Bird    2016    """National Bird"" follows the dramatic
journey of three whistleblowers who are determined to break the silence around one of
the most controversial current affairs issues of our time: the secret U.S. drone war. At the
center of the film are three U.S. military veterans. Plagued by guilt over participating in
the killing of faceless people in foreign countries, they decide to speak out publicly,
despite the possible consequences.

Their stories take dramatic turns, leading one of the protagonists to Afghanistan where
she learns about a horrendous incident. But her journey also gives hope for peace and
redemption. Executive produced by Errol Morris and Wim Wenders, ""National Bird""
gives rare insight into the U.S. drone program through the eyes of veterans and survivors,
connecting their stories in ways never seen before in a documentary. Its images haunt the
audience and bring a far away issue close to home.

This DVD features English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired, surround sound
and extras including Afghanistan - Orthopaedic Centre, Afghanistan - Suhrab and his
Family, Daniel - Fundraiser for CIA Whistleblower John Kiriakou, Daniel - White House
Protest, Heather - First Interview, Heather - Letters from Basic Training, Lisa - Chalkupy,
Lisa - College Talk, Lisa - Paper Clip Tattoo along with the official ""National Bird""
trailer."    92:00    FilmRise    

04/08/17    191091377574    National Bird [Blu-ray]    1    BD-25    2016   

04/01/17    191091357453    The Bad Kids  2016    "A group of teachers at a Mojave Desert
high school takes an unconventional approach in an effort to improve the lives of their
struggling students.   Located in an impoverished Mojave Desert community, Black Rock
Continuation High School is one of California's alternative schools for students at risk of
dropping out. Every student here has fallen so far behind in credits that they have no
hope of earning a diploma at a traditional high school. Black Rock is their last chance. "The
Bad Kids"" is an observational documentary that chronicles one extraordinary principal's
mission to realize the potential of these students, whom the system has designated as
lost causes. Employing a verité approach during a year at the school, this Sundance award-
winning film follows Principal Vonda Viland as she coaches three at-risk teens -- a new
father who cannot support his family, a young woman grappling with sexual abuse and an



angry young man from an unstable home -- through the traumas and obstacles that rob
them of their spirit and threaten their goal of a high school diploma. This DVD features
surround sound, English subtitles for the deaf and hearing-impaired, bonus features
including the character reel of Caitlin Jeffries, Dave Johnson and AJ Wright, Summer's
Choice NYT OpDoc, Jennifer Plays with her Cousins, AJ sings ""Don't Expect A Call,"" Joey
performs ""Sing her Song,"" additional ""Kids' Inner Thoughts"" Sequence, Bartz Hall
Makeout, The Feast, ""This Town"" recording and the official ""The Bad Kids"" theatrical
trailer."   
04/01/17    191091357446    The Bad Kids [Blu-ray]    1    BD-25    

FROM GRAVITAS VENTURES
03/28/17           191091249123  Babymoon, The           DVD-5  2016     "Ba·by·moon (bābē
ˌmo ͞on) noun:  is the unique vaca on you take right before your first child is born. 
Taking time to get away from the daily grind, as a couple, has an almost therapeutic effect
and this is what reality-star Trace McEvans is counting on.  He takes his pregnant wife,
Hanna, on a luxurious babymoon to the beautiful country of Cartegentina in an attempt to
impress upon her his seriousness in becoming a good father. When Trace and Hanna
arrive, there are hints that not everything is going well with the relationship, as well as in
the country. Hollywood-types frequent the same vacation spots, and Trace happens upon
producer Fabrice.  Insecure about providing for his growing family, Trace's schmoozing
upsets Hanna.  The resulting argument spurs Trace into a group of rebels who kidnap him,
and it is up to Hanna to save her husband amidst a community of colorful characters that
include, disorganized rebels, a people-pleasing Sheriff, and overzealous Greenpeace
activists."  Shaun Sipos; Julie McNiven; Jessica Camacho; Michael Steger; Michael
DeLorenzo; Nora Kirkpatrick; Kelly Perine; Mark DeCarlo; Phillip Garcia; Georgie Guinane;
Daniel

From all our studios.......
3/28/2017    888574474577    World Without End [Blu-ray]    1956    Warner 
3/28/2017    191091249123    Babymoon, The    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/28/2017    191091266250    Babymoon, The    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/21/2017    888574465049    Batman: The Brave and the Bold: The Complete Third Season [Blu-
ray]    2010-11    Warner 
3/21/2017    191091349243    The Dick Van Dyke Show - Now In Living Color!    2017    CBS 
3/21/2017    191091349267    The Dick Van Dyke Show - Now In Living Color! [Blu-ray]    2017    CBS 
3/21/2017    191091266007    Almost Anything    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/21/2017    191091266069    Almost Anything    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/21/2017    191091266144    Country: Portraits of an American Sound    2016    Gravitas Ventures,
LLC. 
3/21/2017    191091266205    Country: Portraits of an American Sound    2016    Gravitas Ventures,
LLC. 
3/21/2017    191091351369    Alienators, The    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/21/2017    191091351505    Alienators, The    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/14/2017    658826016424    The Killer Sci fi    2017    SGL Entertainment 
3/14/2017    658826016523    The Killer Sci fi [Blu-ray]    2017    SGL Entertainment 
3/14/2017    191091351437    When the Bough Breaks    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/14/2017    191091351529    When the Bough Breaks    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/14/2017    888574474744    Demon Seed [Blu-ray]    1977    Warner 
3/14/2017    888574475000    Valley of the Gwangi [Blu-ray]    1969    Warner 
3/14/2017    818522016528    Pencils Down    2016    Random Media 
3/14/2017    818522016535    The Visit    2015    Random Media 
3/7/2017    191091268476    Banking on Bitcoin    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/7/2017    191091268483    Banking on Bitcoin    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/7/2017    191091348260    Red Pill, The    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/7/2017    191091351307    Andy Paris: Bubblegum King    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/7/2017    191091351338    Red Pill, The    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/7/2017    191091351499    Andy Paris: Bubblegum King    2016    Gravitas Ventures, LLC. 
3/7/2017    043396501386    Thank God It's Friday    1978    Sony 
3/7/2017    043396501393    Conspiracy    2008    Sony 
3/7/2017    767685153383    The Wedding March    2017    Hallmark 
3/7/2017    191091368664    Bad Boy Street (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2012    FilmRise 



3/7/2017    191091370179    In Bloom [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091370209    Jess & James (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2015    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371251    Everlasting Love (Amor Eterno) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2014  
 FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371596    Tattoo (Tatuagem) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371602    Three in a Bed [Blu-ray]    2014    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371619    Tell No One (Come non detto) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2012  
 FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371626    Monster Pies [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371633    Lose Your Head [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371640    Longhorns [Blu-ray]    2011    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091371657    Land of Storms (Viharsarok) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2014  
 FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091375945    Seek [Blu-ray]    2014    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091375952    Stand (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2014    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091375969    The Passenger (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2012    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376386    Fulboy (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2015    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376393    Hidden Away (A Escondidas) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2016  
 FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376409    Supernatural (Nua Dhamma Chat) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2014  
 FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376416    Snails in the Rain (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2014    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376867    Solo (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376874    The Third One (El Tercero) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2014    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376881    The Love Patient [Blu-ray]    2011    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376898    Truth [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376904    The Last Straight Man [Blu-ray]    2014    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091376911    Tumbledown [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091377925    Sexual Tension: Violetas (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091377932    Velociraptor (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2015    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091377949    Two Mothers (Zwei Mutter) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2013  
 FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091379875    Sexual Tension: Volatile (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2012    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091379882    Triple Crossed [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091375976    Over the Edge [Blu-ray]    2011    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091368633    Big Gay Love [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091368640    Boys in Brazil (Do Lado de Fora) (English Subtitled) [Blu-ray]    2014  
 FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091368657    Cal [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091370193    Elliot Loves [Blu-ray]    2011    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091370223    Drink Me [Blu-ray]    2015    FilmRise 
3/7/2017    191091370858    Dream On [Blu-ray]    2013    FilmRise 
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